
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Where women have been few, and where poverty has been great, jealousy
______________________, even in the Venice of the eighteenth century.
1.

(suppress)

The name on this address will tell you, dear, that my petition
___________________.
2.

(grant)

A few obvious punctuation errors _____________________.3. (repair)

Dr. Franklin, being on his departure, did not become a party to the
instrument, though it _____________________ with his approbation.
4.

(conclude)

With respect to the organization of the legislative power, different modes
____________________ in different countries.
5.

(adopt)

In some cases slings _________________.6. (use)

It ________________ that a race may attain a good degree of standing in
the world without the refinement of culture, but never without virtue, either in
the Roman or the modern meaning of that word.

7.

(say)

He ___________________ up to the bar; and has every qualification but
application.
8.

(bring)

A white moss-rose ________________ to bear a flower half white and half
pink.
9.

(see)

Similar gifts _________________ by individuals and corporations.10. (make)

Your letter of August the 14th ____________________ and read, again
and again, with extraordinary pleasure.
11.

(receive)

Within the past three or four years there has prevailed a sickness of the
vine, the cause of which is unknown, and for which no remedy
______________________.

12.

(discover)
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One is often scolded, it is true, but then one _________________ some
trouble.
13.

(save)

After the salute ________________________, the senior brings both
guards to the order.
14.

(acknowledge)

Character ___________________ as the joint product of nature and
nurture.
15.

(define)

With plants, when first subjected to cultivation, analogous facts
_____________________.
16.

(observe)

The British garrisons _____________________ by civil police.17. (replace)

It _____________________ by the transcriber as an aid for the reader.18.
(generate)

Errors in punctuation ______________________ without comment.19.
(correct)

You will find that, thus, the circular hole looks like one of the patches of
color you _______________________ to match, only changing in depth as it
lets different pieces of the stone be seen through it.

20.

(accustom)
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